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Abstract— The Block Transform Coded lossy image and video compression schemes such as those used in
the Joint Photographic Expert Group (JPEG) and Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) formats to keep
storage and bandwidth requirements of digital image and video at practical levels have a significant
importance. However, these lossy compression schemes may exhibit blocking artifacts in smooth/monotone
areas of an image, caused by the coarse quantization of Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficients. In
highly compressed images using block coding as in JPEG standard suffer noticeable image degradation
because each block is individually quantized. Several post processing algorithms have been proposed till date.
We study and analyze some popular approaches for reduction of blockiness in spatial domain.
Keywords— Block Discrete Cosine Transform (BDCT); Offset and Shift; Mean Structural Similarity Index
measure (MSSIM)
I. INTRODUCTION
Image compression techniques based on BDCT have been the popular choice in image coding standards
such as JPEG, MPEG, and H.26x. However, BDCT has a major drawback, which is usually referred to as
introduction of blocking artifacts. In order to reduce blocking artifacts, it is essential to first of all quantitatively
establish degree of blockiness in coded image. Further, such an algorithm can be utilized for optimizing the
coding parameters and controlling the bit allocation to reduce the blocking artifacts. In JPEG algorithm, the
image is first divided into small 8x8 blocks and DCT and quantization is applied on each individual blocks.
During the Quantization step in JPEG, where the actual compression occurs, the less important frequencies are
discarded. The frequencies which remain are used to reconstruct images during decompression. This results in
visible discontinuities along the boundaries of decoded image due to coarse quantization of the DCT coefficients.
Detection of Blocking Artifacts is the task of quantifying a compressed image for the degree of blockiness.
Several Deblocking algorithms have been proposed to reduce the visually annoying artifacts. Postprocessing images offers a good solution to alleviate blocking artifacts as this approach can work independently
without any other information about coding standards and can achieve effective results in improving image
quality. In this paper, we study some of the popular post processing approaches in spatial domain proposed by
[1], [9] and [18]. We analyse these approaches based on metrics in [14] and [22] and subjectively.
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II. POST PROCESSING IN SPATIAL DOMAIN
Post-processing algorithms are the most popular methods for improving the quality of the image and video
and eliminate the annoying blocking artifact. The advantage of using post processing is that original image is
not required for reference to achieve Deblocking. In this section, we will introduce three popular postprocessing algorithms for removing blocking artifact.
A. Offset and Shift Technique
Chen et al. [18] proposed a low computational complexity Deblocking filter with three filtering modes
working in Spatial Domain. A mode decision procedure is decided by observing the pixel behaviours across the
boundary.
If the difference between C and D (Fig. 1) is larger than a threshold thresh_t, the pixel vector is skipped as it
might belong to a real edge. Otherwise a suitable mode will be chosen to filter the pixel vector according to the
activity of the pixel vector. The activity of pixel vector is calculated as follows:
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Fig 1: Pixel vectors for filtering in horizontal and vertical direction [18]

The word activity of the pixel vector means variation of the pixel vector. If the activity is smaller than a
threshold (T1), the pixel vector belongs to a smooth region. If the activity is larger than a threshold (T2), the
pixel vector belongs to a complex region. If the activity is between T1 and T2, the pixel vector belongs to an
intermediate region [18]. The word offset is used to define the gray level difference between pixel C and D.
Experimentally the values of S, T1 and T2 have been suggested as 2, 2 and 3 respectively.
1.
Filtering Stage
a. Filter for Smooth Mode: The filtering done in smooth regions is stronger as compared to
texture regions. All the pixels involved in pixel vector are update in this filtering mode. The filter
for smooth mode is as follows:
i. Calculate difference between two blocks: Offset = |D-C|.
ii. Update A, B and C using the offset:
A = A+offset/8;
(3)
B = B+offset/4;
(4)
C = C+offset/2;
(5)
iii. Update D, E and F as:
D = D-offset/2;
(6)
E = E-offset/4;
(7)
F = F-offset/8;
(8)
Filter for Complex Regions – If blockiness occurs in high activity region, the masking of Human Visual
System is such that strong filtering is not desired. It over-blurs the true edge and also incorporates unnecessary
computational burden. In complex region, the total length of the line of pixels filtered is four.
That is, two pixels are from one block and the other two are from the adjacent block. The filter for complex
mode is as follows:
i. Calculate the difference between the two pixels across the block boundary: Offset =
|D-C|.
ii. Update B and C using the offset:
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B = B+offset/8;
C= C+offset/2;
iii. Update D and E using the offset:
D = D-offset/8;
E = E-offset/2;

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

The filtering for an intermediate region balances the strong filtering in a smooth region and the weak filtering
in complex region. A 3x3 low-pass filter is applied to pixels on either side of the block boundary C and D. In
this mode, a real edge is preserved when blocking effect is filtered. Adaptive filter for intermediate region mode
is given by:
9
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B. Reapplication of JPEG
Nosratinia[1] proposed a very distinct method of image de-blocking which yielded surprisingly good results.
The proposed method filters an image by applying the standard JPEG algorithm, using the same quantization
tables as the image was encoded in, to all combinations of the originally-decoded image shifted between -3 and
+4 pixels (negative direction means left or down; positive direction means right or up) as shown in Figure 2.
All the resulting images are then averaged to form the final reconstructed image. Peak Signal to Noise ratio
results show the proposed method to be better than Projections onto convex sets (POCS), wavelet and adaptive
filtering methods, by a margin of 0.03dB[1]. Two images were included for subjective quality analysis - the
blocky image, and the filtered image, which showed some of the best image reconstructions seen in literature.
Algorithm [1]:
1.
Shift the compressed images in vertical and horizontal directions by (i,j).
2.

Apply JPEG to shifted image.

3.

Shift the result back, i.e. vertically and horizontally by (-i,-j).

4.

Repeat for all possible shifts in the range [-3, 4] x [-3, 4].

5.

Average all images

Fig. 2: System Diagram [1]
C. Estimation Model for Predicting Quantization Error.
Chou et al. [9] stated that a good de-blocking algorithm must smooth out low-activity regions, whilst
preserving image edges and preserving the detail of high-activity/textured regions. After the prediction of
Quantization error in DCT Domain, the pixel difference across the boundaries of horizontally adjacent 8x8
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blocks is computed (Figure 3). The Artificial edges are suppressed to a level which is imperceptible to the eye
given by v = cf. Here, c = 0.02 to 0.03 according to Weber’s Law and f represents the average intensity of the
block in question.
Algorithm:
1. Set a threshold, t = 2 √ T for distinguishing artificial edges.
2. Form a difference d = x-y across the boundary for each pixel.
3. If d<=t, then replace x and y as x = x- (α*d) and y = y+ (α*d) respectively.
Where, α = (t-v) /2t
Else replace x and y as x = x – αt and y = y+ αt resp.

D = [x1-y1,x2-y2,….x8-y8]
Fig 3: Difference vector across boundary of two adjacent blocks [9].

III. DETECTION OF BLOCKINESS IN JPEG IMAGES
Image Quality assessment plays an important role in Image processing applications as; it can be used to monitor
image quality for quality control systems. Also, it can be used to benchmark image processing systems and
algorithms[23].The Generalized Block-edge Impairment Metric (GBIM), developed H.R. Wu and M. Yuen [8],
is a No Reference(NR) metric that is specialized in the detection of blocking artifacts in image and video data. It
measures the Blockiness separately in horizontal and vertical direction, after which the two directions are
combined into a single quality value. Mean Square Error (MSE)-This metric remained a dominant objective
Quality Assessment metric for more than 50 years in the field of signal processing.MSE is a fidelity measure
[23]. ‘Fidelity’ means assigning a score to distorted image which describes the degree of Similarity (Fidelity)
between Original and Distorted image. The Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) metric is designed to improve on
traditional metrics like PSNR and MSE, which have proved to be inconsistent with human eye perception. A
drawback of the basic SSIM index is its sensitivity to relative translations, scaling and rotations of images
[22].Suppose a and b are two nonnegative image signals, if one of the signal is considered to be of perfect
quality, then similar measure MSSIM can be used as a quantitative measurement of the quality of the second
signal [22] as:

SSIM(a, b) =

( 2  a b  C1 )( 2 ab  C 2 )
2
2
2
2
(  a   b  C1 )( a   b  C 2 )

(15)

µa and µb are the mean intensities for a and b.
σa and σa are the standard deviations of a and b.
MSSIM (a, b) =

1
M

M

 SSIM (a , b )
i

i

(16)

i 1

Xu Zheng et al. [16] which is based on Human Visual System(HVS) for Blockiness evaluation in compressed
images. The Algorithm firstly computes first order difference matrix assuming 8x8 block structures in image. Dh
= { di,0 , di,1 , ………..di,N-1} , where di,j is the absolute difference between f(i,j) and f(i,j+1), and f(i,j) is
luminance of pixel at ith row and jth column. And N is width of image. A one dimension vector is computed
considering the periodic property of blocking artifact. M and N are height and width of Image
ak =
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Cx,8.y+k = Cx,8.y+k (1) & Cx,8.y+k(2) & Cx,8.y+k(3) is a weighing value which is set to 1 if the difference dx,8.y+k meets the
three constraints denoted by
Cx,8.y+k (1) , Cx,8.y+k(2) , Cx,8.y+k(3) respectively and is set to (0)zero otherwise.
The three constraints are:
a. Flat region Constraint: Blocking Artifacts are calculated in flat region to avoid mistakenly selecting textures
for block boundaries as much as possible.
Cx,8.y+k(1) =
(18)
Where S is examined by local content activities of related
S=
j
If dx,8.y+k+t= DD

pixel,

Фj =

(19)

(20)

where, T1 and T2 are thresholds.
b.

Block boundary Constraint: Block boundaries appear to have larger differences.
Cx,8.y+k(2) =

c.

(21)

DD1 = dx,8.y+k DD2 = dx,8.y+k+1 DD3 = dx,8.y+k-1
Not real edge constraint : This constraint avoids mistakenly selecting real edges for block boundaries.
Differences of most blocking artifacts are smaller than those of real edges.
Cx,8.y+k(3) =

where T3 is threshold

(22)

Metric Mh for measuring horizontal blocking artifacts is based on vector A is :
Mh =

(23)

where mh is maximal element of A
,
µh is mean of elements except mh of A and h is standard derivative of elements except mh of A.
Similary Mv computed for vertical blocking artifacts. Total blocking artifacts in image is given as:
Metric = αMh + (1-α)Mv.
Singh [14] proposed an index to measure the quantum of blocking artifacts at block boundaries called Block
boundary measure. It is computed as:
Given an image:
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BBM Horizontal 
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We have utilized the blockiness metric by Singh et al.[14] and MSSIM[22] score to analyse the performance
of post processing approaches for reduction of blocking artifacts in spatial domain [1], [9] and [18]

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To evaluate the performance of De-blocking algorithms [1], [9] and [18], we used 512 x 512 images widely
used in the literature: Lena, Peppers and Mandrill. The result of metric in [14] and MSSIM [22] are presented in
Tables I-II. Post-processed images of Lena and Mandrill using [1], [9] and [18] are shown in Fig 4 and 5 resp.
TABLE I MSSIM SCORES OF SPATIAL DOMAIN POST PROCESSING ALGORITHMS FOR JPEG CODED LENA,
MANDRILL AND PEPPERS IMAGE.

Image

Quality Factor

JPEG

NOSRATINIA[1]

CHOU[9]

CHEN[18]

0.8057

0.8188

0.8352

0.8164

0.7202

0.7648

0.7997

0.7941

0.7384

0.7690

0.7984

0.7696

0.5045

0.5054

0.5176

0.5062

0.4617

0.4653

0.4791

0.4677

0.4011

0.4299

0.4504

0.4399

0.7616

0.7906

0.7990

0.7997

0.7244

0.7600

0.7723

0.7665

0.7104

0.7626

0.7574

0.7647

10
Lena

12
14
16
18

Mandrill
20
10
12
Peppers
14

TABLE IIV: BBM[14] SCORES OF SPATIAL DOMAIN POST PROCESSING ALGORITHMS FOR JPEG CODED LENA,
MANDRILL AND PEPPERS IMAGE.
Image

Bits per pixel
0.19

Lena

0.23

Mandrill

Peppers

JPEG

NOSRATINIA[1]

CHOU[9]

CHEN[18]

9.75

6.28

3.84

5.05

9.95

4.33

3.97

5.33

0.19

22.67

16.02

11.50

13.17

0.22

22.05

12.96

11.30

13.29

0.18

11.59

8.45

4.35

6.00

0.23

12.16

9.03

4.53

6.76
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
Experimental results suggest that the performance of Chou[9] approach yields very good results
quantitatively. The disadvantage of spatial domain approaches is that they tend to cause over smoothing in some
areas and the thresholds used to characterize the presence of edges are difficult to generalize in different types of
images. Nosratinia[1] approach for deblocking yield good subjective results. Though, the algorithm in [1] is a
novel approach for deblocking using reapplication of JPEG, it is computationally very expensive making it
unsuitable as a post processing approach in real time applications. On the subjective grounds, the results of
Chou [9] are good but with little over smoothing introduced in processed image. Chen[18] method for post
processing preserves edge details to a large extent and removing artifacts considerably in the smooth areas.

Fig 4: Results of de-blocking the Lena test image at bit rate = 0.27 bpp. (a) JPEG. The result of applying: (b) Chen[18], (c) Chou[9]
(d) Nosratinia[1]
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Fig 5: Results of de-blocking the Mandrill test image at bit rate = 0.20 bpp. (a) JPEG. The result of applying: (b) Chen[18], (c) Chou[9]
(d) Nosratinia[1]
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